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Study on the Relationship between Sports Skills and Visual Image Operation
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120 college athletes including 30 gymnasts, 30 ball players, 30 athletes in track and field, and 30 swimmers with different levels of sports skills were measured on the operations speed and accuracy of visual images in the present study. The results showed that there was a close relationship between sport skill level and the operation level of visual images. The higher the sport skill level was, the higher the operation level was. The gymnasts were faster in the operation of visual images than the other athletes, but there was no significant difference among athletes of other sports games in visual image operation. The athletes achieved great improvement in their ability of visual image, but there was no significant difference between different genders.

1. Introduction

Visual image refers to the general image formed from the visual perception in the brain. There is a correlation between visuospatial working-memory capacity and motor sequence chunk length [1, 2]. It has been found that the operation of visual image, especially motor image, has been generalized to tasks beyond video-game playing. For example, training in action video games can increase the speed of perceptual processing [3] and cognitive flexibility [4]. On the other hand, some studies have investigated the influence of motor activities, such as baseball playing and tennis playing [5], volleyball playing and rowing [6], archery [7], kung fu [8], and Suryanamaskar [9], on the visual image operation. For example, Kida et al. [5] have studied the visual image operation Go or No go of 82 university students (22 baseball players, 22 tennis players, and 38 nonathletes) and 17 professional baseball players and found that intensive practice improved the reaction time. The present study investigated the reaction time and error of 120 college athletes including 30 gymnasts, 30 ball players, 30 athletes in track and field, and 30 swimmers on the visual image operation.

2. Methodology

2.1. Subjects. Altogether 120 college athletes including 30 gymnasts, 30 ball players, 30 athletes in track and field, and 30 swimmers with different levels were selected from colleges and universities in Guangdong, China. Three groups with high, medium, and low sports levels were formed with 40 students in each group. And the male and female subjects were balanced (male : female = 1 : 1) ranging in age from 18 to 25 years. According to the National Athletes Skills Standard of China, the subjects in the high sports level group reached the first or above sports level, and the subjects in the medium sports level group reached the second sports level. Those in the low sports level group were ordinary college students. In each group, there were 10 gymnasts, 10 ball players, 10 athletes in track and field, and 10 swimmers, with 20 males and 20 females. All the subjects’ visual acuity (including the corrected visual acuity) was above 1.0.

2.2. Experimental Material and Measurement. The stimulus variable was two different sets of graphic materials (Figure 1) controlled and displayed on the screen of a microcomputer.
The response variable consisted of the reaction time and the number of errors made by the subjects in conducting the experimental tasks, which were automatically recorded by the computer.

In the experiment, the subjects visually focused on the screen of the computer with the dominant hand on the keyboard. One picture (Figure 1(a)) serving as a standard stimulus was displayed on the computer screen for 2 seconds. After a 5-second interval, a set of 5 numbered pictures (Figure 1(b)) serving as selective stimuli were displayed. Of the 5 numbered pictures (Figure 1(b)), one was exactly the same as the standard stimulus and the other four were just very similar to the standard stimulus. The subjects were required to make the choice and press the corresponding number on the keyboard as soon as possible. Every subject had 5 trials for practice to be familiar with the operation procedure of the experiment and was then required to take 15 consecutive trials in the test with the reaction time and errors recorded.

All the collected data were processed and analyzed with the help of SPSS 8.0. Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Independent *t*-tests and one-way ANOVA were carried out, respectively.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Results and the Analysis of the Visual Image Operation of Subjects with Different Sports Levels

Table 1 showed the results of the tests, where the operation speed and accuracy of the visual image operation increased with the improvement of the level of motor skills. The higher the level of motor skills was, the shorter the reaction time was and the fewer the errors were, respectively. The reaction time and errors of the high sports level group were shorter and fewer than those of the medium sports level group, and the reaction time and errors of the medium sports level group were shorter and fewer than those of the low sports level group, respectively. One-way ANOVA showed that there was significant difference among the three experimental groups (*F* = 9.56, *P* < 0.01).

#### 3.2. The Test Results of the Visual Image Operation on Subjects of Different Gender

Table 2 showed that there was no significant difference either on the reaction time or on the errors between the male and female subjects in visual image operation in the present study from independent *t*-tests of the reaction time and error rates.

#### 3.3. The Test Results of the Visual Image Operation on Subjects of Different Sports Games

Independent *t*-tests were carried out with the data in Table 3, showing that gymnasts significantly outperformed the ball players, athletes in track and field, and swimmers on the operation speed. The differences were significant. But the differences among the other three types of athletes on the visual image operation which were indicated through the reaction time and errors were not significant.
Table 3: Visual image operation performance of subjects of different sports games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ball players</th>
<th>Gymnasts</th>
<th>Athletes in T and F</th>
<th>Swimmers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time (s)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (times)</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: M, SD, T, and F denoted the mean reaction time, standard deviation, track, and field, respectively.

4. Discussions

Kida et al. [5] found that the athletic skill level improved the reaction time of Go or No Go visual image operation. The present study further found that the athletic skill level improved the operation level of more complicated visual images. These may play a role in a comprehensive and thorough understanding of the interrelationship between motor learning activity and visual image operation.

4.1. Speed-Specific Homeostasis. In many everyday situations, speed is of the essence. Speed is a function of an organism. There may be a speed-specific homeostasis (SeSH), a negative-feedback response of an organism to maintain the speed-specific internal conditions so that the speed is perfectly performed [10, 11]. A speed in far from its SeSH may be called a normal/dysfunction speed. For a normal speed, fast decision means few mistakes. The higher the speed fitness, the faster the decision and the fewer the mistakes. However, for a dysfunctional speed, fast decision means more mistakes. As the physical fitness can be increased by exercise training, the reaction times can be reduced with appropriate training, within one individual, across a range of tasks, and without compromising accuracy. Dye et al. [3] have reviewed evidence that the very act of playing action video games significantly reduces reaction times without sacrificing accuracy. Critically, this increase in speed is observed across various tasks beyond game situations. Video gaming may therefore provide an efficient training regimen to induce a general speeding of perceptual reaction times without decreases in accuracy of performance. Some studies have also found that motor activities such as baseball and tennis playing [5], volleyball playing and rowing [6], kung fu [8], Suryanamaskar [9] and gymnastics, ball playing, games in track and field, and swimming in this paper also significantly reduce reaction times without sacrificing accuracy.

4.2. The Relationship between Motor Skill Level and Visual Image Operation Level. In the present study, our experiment results showed that there were significant differences among the three experimental groups on visual image operation. The high sports level group significantly outperformed the medium sports level group, and the medium sports level group significantly outperformed the low sports level group. This suggested that the visual image of the subjects was closely related to the motor skill level.

Why did the visual image operation level increase with the motor skill level? One reason might be because both of them are the external activities of the same body. The two activities have shared the same internal functions such as the essential heart functions [12]. Bhavanani et al. [9] found that performance of Suryanamaskar produced immediate decrease in both auditory reaction time and visual reaction time, and heart rate increased significantly following Suryanamaskar compared with both self-control and external-control group. Generally, physical fitness can increase action heart rate but decrease rest heart rate [13] and then decrease the reaction time. On the other hand, sport activity is the essential activity of an athlete according to the scale-free network theory [12]. Visual image operation is his/her nonessential activity, but can be learned in an implicit way. Therefore, the longer the sport training is, the higher the athletic skill level is, and then the higher the visual image operation is. However, the implicit learning in sports training has not been widely studied yet.

The deep reason might be the cross-talking between visual nerves and motor nerves at least through autonomic nervous system (ANS). ANS at rest was found to be partially interlocked with activity of motor brain regions—the caudate nuclei and the motor cortex [14]. Magnetic stimulation of the human motor cortex evokes skin sympathetic nerve activity [15]. Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), a maneuver used for pain control, has been found to influence cardiovascular responses through ANS reflex and to enhance motor function, visuospatial abilities, postural control, and cognitive function [16, 17]. For example, sympathetic activity increased but parasympathetic activity decreased after flight simulator exposure [17] or during motion sickness (MS) evoked by the conflict among somatosensory, visual, and vestibular input [16], and TENS was effective in reducing the symptoms of MS [16] or simulator sickness developed during or after flight simulator training [16, 17] as well as alleviating cognitive impairment.

4.3. The Relationship between Gender and Visual Image Operation Level. There have been few studies on the comparison of the abilities of male and female in their visual image operation. It was pointed out that there were differences in the ability of spatial image, where the male outperformed the female [18]. This is interpreted as that the male outperformed the female in spatial perception, which leads to the male's advantage in spatial image operation based on it. But some researchers disagreed with this view. They held that image was not simply derivant of perception but was born out of symbolic mechanism or signal function [10, 19]. Image is restricted at least by factors from two aspects: one is the objective material provided by perception and the other is the thinking pattern. So the content and form of image depend on the outside perceptive activities and then
the internalized schema [20]. According to this viewpoint, it is not well grounded to attribute the performance difference in spatial image to the different levels of spatial perception solely. Findings from the present study showed that both the athletes have improved and developed in the visual image level and ability, but the difference in gender is not significant.

4.4. Applications in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder Treatments. Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) may be treated by phototherapy, but its therapeutic effects depended on its seasonality. The serotonin transporter (HTT) is a candidate gene for OCD that has been associated with anxiety-related traits. The long (l) and short (s) variants of the HTT promoter have different transcriptional efficiencies. Subjects with the l/l and l/s genotypes had significantly higher blood 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) levels than those with the s/s genotype. There was a significant interaction between HTT promoter genotype and seasonal variation in blood 5-HT content, with significant seasonal differences in 5-HT occurring only in the subjects with the l/l genotype [21]. Yoney et al. [22] found that the patients with OCD did not report a greater degree of seasonal variations than normal and no response was seen to bright light therapy in the small number of patients treated. On the other hand, Höflich et al. [23] reported the case of a 40-year-old woman with a seasonal form of OCD which was usually accompanied by obsessions and occurred only in autumn or winter. After a 12-day treatment with full spectrum bright light (3000 lux; 2 hours a day between 9 and 11 am) without changing the long-term antidepressive medication (125 mg amitriptyline/day) there was a complete remission of OCD symptomatology, with no relapse during the next months.

OCD may also be treated by exercise therapy. Half of pediatric-onset OCD cases remit by adulthood, but visuospatial and fine-motor skill deficits are predictive of poor long-term outcome in pediatric-onset OCD [24]. This suggested that exercise may reduce OCD symptoms since our study suggested that fine-motor skill may promote visuospatial skill. Brown et al. [25] enrolled fifteen patients (53% male; mean age = 44.4 years) in a 12-week moderate-intensity exercise intervention. Measures of OCD symptom severity were obtained at baseline, at end of treatment, and at 3- and 6-week and 6-month follow-up. They found a beneficial effect (Cohen’s d = 1.69) of a 12-week aerobic exercise intervention on reduction in OCD symptom severity. Abrantes et al. [26] further examined acute changes in OCD symptoms after engaging in single exercise sessions during a 12-week exercise intervention for 15 (53% female; mean age = 41.9 years) patients with OCD. Participants reported reductions in negative mood, anxiety, and OCD symptoms at the end of each exercise session relative to the beginning. Changes in the magnitude of the effect of exercise in reducing negative mood and anxiety remained fairly stable while levels of self-reported obsessions and compulsions decreased over the duration of the intervention. Results of this study point toward the promising effect of exercise for acute symptom reduction in patients with OCD.

5. Conclusions

There may be close relationship between sport skill level and the operation level of visual images. The higher the sport skill level is, the higher the operation level may be. The gymnasts may be faster in the operation of visual images than other athletes, but there may be no significant difference among athletes of other sports games in visual image operation. The athletes may achieve great improvement in their ability of visual image, but there may be no significant difference between different genders.
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